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Thanks for looking at our complete teaching unit for Ray Bradbury’s fantastic 
novel, FAHRENHEIT 451. (Based o� the 50th Anniversary Edition)

All 262 Google/digital slides + 243 print pages of activities, organizers, interac-
tives, and essays included in this bundle are designed to enhance your reading 
experience, save you (the teacher) prep time, and help your learners enjoy and 
appreciate the memoir that much more while working on their 1:1 devices.

PreReading Bias Activity (14 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.2 
Introduction to Utopias (22 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5
Plot Chart Organizer Diagram Arc (2 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.2 
Con�ict Graphic Organizer - 6 Types of Con�ict (2 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.2  
Characters Organizer (3 pages)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.3
Comprehension Pop Quizzes (31 slides of quizzes)
   - CCSS.ELA-
Journal - Quickwrite Writing Prompts (42 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.1 
Vocabulary Word Lists & Quizzes (36 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4
Figurative Language Intro (70 slides)
Figurative Language Analyzers (20 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7
Response to Literature Essay & Speech (14 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.1
Movie vs. Novel Comparison (2 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7
Final Projects (4 slides)
   - CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.10
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Make present tense
Engaging Choppy Too casual

(3) ______ Voice & Word Flow

Boring Don’t talk about text yet
Strong Expand Weak Missing

(3) ______ Hook

Strong Needs title & authorExpand Choppy
(5) ______ Introduction

MissingFix page # format More quotes
Integrate betterAnalyze quotes

(5) ______ Quotes as proof

Weak Don’t end w/ question Weak last line
Strong Too short Deepen ideas/Zoom out

(5) ______ Conclusion

Strong Needs bigger, deeper ideas
(5) ______ Depth of Analysis & Ideas

(2) ______ Appropriate, Creative Title
Strong Boring Inappropriate Missing

(9) ______ Topic Sentences

Re-word
Strong FragmentNeeds Opinion Repetitive wording

Weak Needs 3 topics Not w/ quotes

(5) ______ Format & Grammar

Length Punctuation
MarginsFont Spacing Indents

OtherPage #’s in header

Type It

Don’t use you, I, me, we
Grammar Spelling

CombineStrong Add topics
Make parallel Off-topic

Re-word

(8) ______ Thesis Statement

Needs Opinion Missing

Weak

23 He held his pants out into an _______ and let them fall into darkness. 

22 Always at night the alarm comes. Never by day! Is it because fire is prettier by 
night? More _______, a better show?

24 A page hung open and it was like a snowy feather, the words delicately painted 
thereon. In all the rush and _______, Montag had only an instant to read a line.

25 She was listening to far people in far places, her eyes wide and staring at the 
_______ of  blackness above her in the ceiling.

21 His hands were _______. And his eyes were beginning to feel hunger, as if  they 
must look at something, anything, everything.

The cards fell in a _______ of  snow.16

These men were all mirror images of  himself! Were all firemen picked then for 
their looks as well as their _______? The color of  cinders and ash about them?

20

The engine slammed to a stop. Beatty, Stoneman, and Black ran up the sidewalk, 
suddenly _______ and fat in their plump fireproof  slickers. 

19

The tick of  the playing cards on the greasy tabletop, all the sounds came to 
Montag, behind his closed eyes, behind the barrier he had momentarily _______.

17

Since things really couldn’t be hurt, since things felt nothing, and things don’t 
scream or whimper, as this woman might begin to scream and cry out, there was 
nothing to tease your _______ later.

18

When it was all over, he felt like a man who had been thrown from a cliff, whirled 
in a _______, and spat out over a waterfall that fell and fell into emptiness.

26

The uncles, the aunts, the cousins, the nieces, the nephews, that lived in those walls, 
the _______ pack of  tree apes that said nothing, nothing, nothing.

28

He could only _______, hoping she would turn his way and see him. They would 
not touch through the glass.

27

You drowned in music and pure _______. He came out of  the room sweating and 
on the point of  collapse.

29

He thought of  the visit from the two zinc-oxide-faced men with the cigarettes in 
their straight-lined mouths and the Electronic-Eyed Snake winding down into the 
layer upon layer of  night and stone and _______ spring water.
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